
£1000!? For free!? And all
I have to do is enter

my personal details  ?!
It's a no brainer! 

 

   Brainless Barry has just
recieved a suspicious email... 

              LUCKY WINNER!!!
You have won £1000!

Just type in your
personal details to

claim! 

 AHH! Who are you and
why did you just break
through my window!? 

   I'm Sammy Smart, the
internet's SMART

superhero! My SMART sense
was tingling! What unsafe

things are you doing on the
internet?

 

  YOUR TIME IS
RUNNING OUT!!!!! 

 Nothing! I was just doing
this form to win £1000!

All I had to do was type in
my personal detais! Easy! 

Really? Didn't you
learn the SMART

rules in ICT?   

    Full name: __________
Age:__)

Bank details:
__________________

Address:____________

 We'll get to your
terrible school track
record later. First,

let's learn the SMART
rules together:  

    Full name: __________
Age:___

Bank details:
__________________

Address:____________

 Oh that boring old
lesson!? I slept through

that! 

    S stands for Safe. Safe is
NOT sharing your

personal details online
(like you)  

Ok! I didn't hear that
last part though...  

    Full name: __________
Age:__)

Bank details:
__________________

Address:____________



Anyway, M is for Meeting.
So that's NOT meeting

people you don't know. If
you do decide to meet

them, go with a trusted
adult   

       Full name: __________
Age:__)

Bank details:
__________________

Address:____________

    Noted! 

       A is for Accepting. Accepting is
ONLY clicking on things sent to

you by someone you know in real
life. For example that email you
got promising £1000! Let's take

a look at it.... 
          Full name: __________

Age:__
Bank details:
__________________

Address:____________

  Ok but first let me just
text my mum to ask if I

can go....
She said yes but she will
be supervising me via my

phone . 

Always bring an adult or get
an adult's permission!

  Haha I love scamming
me some kids!  

 On the other side of the
email... 

  Bazzz124 has
clicked on

your website  

       Yes    No 

 Scam? 

   Samsoong 
 wwww.makeascam.com 

   UNSAFE! 

   Haha I am an
evil mastermi-    Scam?

Yes   No 
 STOP
RIGHT

THERE EVIL
EVAN!  

 Oh no! I've been
caught! Who was

that though... 

    Scam?
Yes   No 



    Ugh! My old nemisis,
Sammy Smart and

er...sorry I didn't get your
name...         Scam?

Yes   No 

  The name's Barry, 

         Scam?
Yes   No 

 Brilliant
Barry! 

           Scam?
Yes   No 

Back at Barry's house...

 No problem! BeforeI go, we just needto talk to our friendhere 

    Email closed 
Would you like to
block this email?

Yes  No

 Thank you so much
Sammy, you've

saved me from a lot
of potential harm!    

      Remember kids: The
letter R in the SMART
rules is Reliable. As I
always say: "if it's too

good to be true, it
probably is." A good
technique to use is

checking information at
least 3 times! 

 Email blocked! 

    Most importantly, the
letter T. T is for Tell

which is telling a
trusted adult, teacher or
friend if anyone makes

you uncomfortable.   Shutting down.... 



 Brilliant Barry, I now
make you a SMART

superhero! 

 Wow really!? 

    

Where are you
going?  

     

 You'll see!  

      

    Let's go Sammy! We are the
SMART Squad: the newest,

greatest cyberbully &
scammer defeating team
and helper of unsure kids
and adults alike! SMART

Squad go! 

 Up, up and away! 

       

  Wait for me! I
can't fly! 



  Well, I've learnt my
lesson. I should help

people rather than hurt
them, especially on the

internet. 

     S- Safe
M- Meet

A- Accepting
R- Reliable

T- Tell  

                       If you learn the
SMART rules,

maybe YOU could
become a SMART

hero too! 

    THE END   
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